1. THEptrrpose of the expeditions was to determine what effect, if any, is produced by a gravitational field on the path of a rny of light traversing it. Apart from possible surprises, therc appeared to be three alternatives, which i t was especially desired to discriminate between-(1) The path is uninfluenced By gravitation. (2) The energy or mass of light is subject to gravitation in the same way as ordinary matter. If the law of gravitation is strictly the Nemtoilian law, this leads to an apparent displacement of a star close to the suti"s limb an~oullting to 0"-87 outwards. (3) The coursc of a ray of light is i n accordance with EIFSTEIN'S geileraliscd relativity theory. This leads t o an apparent displa,cement of a star at the limb amour~til~g to 1"-75 outwards. In either of the last two cases the displacement is inversely proportional t o the distance of t'he star fro111 the sun's centre, the displacement under (3) being just double the displacement under (2).
It may be noted that both ( 2 )and (3) agree in supposing that light is subject to gravitation in precisely the same way as ordinary matter. The difference is that, wllereas (2) assumes the Newtonian law, deviation from the N~~wtoni:\n Iatv, ivJiich on RINSTEIX'G theory causes an cxcess tuoiion of perihclioit of 31Yqrc~1ry, for becomes mngnified as the speed ijicreases, nr~i~il the liniltjmlg ve1ocir;y of lighi, it doubles the curvature of the path.
8. ' I' lre disp1aceme:lt (2) was Grst suggesi~d by Prof, EINSTEIX* in 191I, his argurnerlt beillg bssctl oil the Principle of Equivalence, viz., that : I gravitatioizal field is indistir~guishabie from a spurious field of force producr~d h>-an axeleration of the axes of reference, Bnt q a r t fro~rl the valiciitity of the general Principle of J3quivalence there were reasoils for expecting tihat the cleotromagnet,ic e r~r g p of n beam oi light would be w-rbject Lo gr,tvitarion, especially zvhen i t zvas proved that +thee~1erg-y of: radio-a~:li~ity col1tainc.d In uraniurn TVBB subject to gravitat;io~-t. In 1916, however, FINYT~~IN fo1711d firat the general Principle of Equivalence necessitates a nloclificatio~~ of tlie Netvtonian latv of gi-aviintion, and that, the new lam Iea,ds to idle displacement (3) .
3. 'Phe osrly oppo~tunity of observing these possible tlefleciioris is af't'ordcct hy a ray of light fro:il ft star passi~~g (The rnaxirr~um deflec-tio~~ ncar tlw sun, by J'npiter is ortly O"-Gl?.) Evidently, tho observation r~i t~s t a, total eclipse of the sun. be rnade d~~r i n g I~nm~diatcly first snggestion, the maltes z~~a s after I~~INSTEIN'S taken -up hy Dr. 31:. F r~u~u z~e l i , tvho tzttenzyted to collect infornzation fmni eclipse plates already taker1 ;
bn'l he ciitl12ot secure sufiicieni, n~atcrial. At, ensminp eclipsrs plans t~~e r c
iilac're by vario~~s observers for testing the clreci, but they failed through cloud or other csnscs. After Rr-?da.r.li:~w's sccond suggestion 11aclappeared, the Licl; Ohscrratorp expedition itttenipted i o of)$el+l?e 11te effect at the eclipse of 4918. Tlie final re~ults are slot yet published. Some :ZCCOLIX~ of a prcli~rJnarp disc~~ssion has beer) given, j -I n t the eclipse was a,rl 1-rrlf,~vonrable one, and from the information published the probable accide-iital error is large, so that the accuracy is i~~sufficieat to dtiscriali~tate hetzz-ccn the t h i~ n1tcrr:aiiz-cs. 4 . Tlie ~erul-i-s of the observatutio~ts Irere described appear to point quite edefiuiieig i o thc hllird all!errlatiive, a,nd collfirm EPNSTEIN'S As is tvellgencralised relativity theory. kilowt. the tlleory is also confirrl~ed by the motioi~ of the perihelion of ]'St-rcussy, t~hicli exce~ds the XetTtet~i,an v;bluc by 43" p?r century--an %mount practically iile~liical with that cled'i~ccd ~I'OLIZXIN~TEIN'S t21co';~~. Or) the other hand, his theory predicts : n tli;;plztci.mei!t to the red of I he Fr;tunhoCer Lilies on the snn ~mouiztiugto a bout O.OO8 i\ 11, f l~e ariolei.
this displacemcl~t is not confirmed.
i$cco~diitg to Dr.. ST. SOI-PN;~.
11thi,< disagrect?ie~:! is to bc tn1i.d.i) as find it ilecessitnteh considcrsble ~~~odificatioris of T ? , , 7 JCheor~, which it is o-rrtside our province to discuss.
lilr~h;sl~.~x's But, t~hezhcr or not aht-mges are needed in. other parts of the theory, it appears now to bc established that J~LNSTEIN'S law both la~v of gravitation gives the true deviatior~s from the N c~i o t~i , t r~ tor t t irc!,ativeIy slotv-nlovlng planet 3krcury and for the fast-moving mvns of ligllt.
f i be6-n)clear t h a t t bc3ec.t here found must be a~tributed to the sun's gmvitatio~~al tiel(2 and ~toi, f o~ esaulple, to refraction b~ coroi~al rna-lter. In order t o produce tlic ' Amzalca der Ptivstk. vol. X S S V , 1).838.
t " Obarrvatory.' voi. SLII, p. 298. $ ' Astrophysical Journal,' vol. XI,\rX p. 249.
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observed effect by refraction, the sun nlust be surrounded by lriaterial of refractive index 1 -t .00000414/~, m~hcre Y is the distance from the centre in terms of the sun's radius.
At a lieighi of one radius above the surface the necessary refractive index 1*00000212 corresponds to that of air at r+cratmosphere, hydrogen at atmosphere, or helium at ,' -, atmospheric pressure. Clearly a density of this order is out of the question.
11. I'BEPARA'~'IONTHE EXPEDITIONS.
FOR
S. In J!Iarcll, 1917," it was pointed out as the result of ail examil~ntion of the pliotographs taltell will1 the Greert~vich astrograpl~c telescope at the eclipse of 1905 that this irlstruliient llTas suitable for thc photography of the ficltl of stars surrounding the sun ilk a total eclipse. Attelltioil was also drawn to the inqaortance of observing the eclipse of Nay 29, 1919, 2,s tllis afforded a sq3ecially favour.abli) opportu!lity owing to tho ufrusual nunlber ol bright stars in Ihc field, such as would not occur again for many years.
With weather co~iililiorls as good as those at Sfas in the 1905 eclipse---and these were by no means perfect ihwas anticipated that twelve stars worxld be shoxvn. Their positions are indicated ill the diagram on next page, on whic11 is also marked on the same scale the outline of a 16 X 16 cni. plate (used with the astrogr:~phic telescopes of 3.43 metres focal length) and a 10 X $-inch plate (used with a 4-inch lens of 19 iect focal lerigth).
The follo~vir~g table gives the pl~otographic n~agnitudes and standard co-ordinates of the stars, a r~d the gravitalio~~al displacemerlts in x and y calculated on the assumptioli of a radial displacement 1"-'75
1'
2,where T is the distance from the sun's cent~re and r ,
I
the radius of the sun. TABLE1.
Gravitationd displacement,. I Co-ordinates. It may be noted that No. 1 is lost in the corona on the photographs taken at, Sobral. The star, No. 13, of rnag~:it~ude8.0, is shown on soaxe of the astrographic plates a t Sobral.
6. The track of the eclipse runs from North Brazil across the Atlantic, skiriing the African coast near Cape Palrnas, passing through the Island of Principe, then across Africa to the western shores of Lake Tanganyika. Enquiry as to the suitable sites and probable weather conditions was kindly made by Ah.HINKS. It appeared that a station in North Brazil, the Island of Principe, and a station on the west of Lake Taagafiyika were possible. A station near Cape Palnias did not seem desirable frorn t,he meteorological reports though, as the event proved, the eclipse was observed in a cloudless sky by Prof. BAUIFR, At thẽ7h0was there on a11 cxpedition to observe magnetic effects. staiioi! a t Tanganyika it was thougllt the sun was a l too low an altitude for observ at' ions of this cl~aracler, owing to the large displacements which tvould be caused by refraction.
A circular received from Dr. MORIZE,the director of the Observatory a t Rio, stated that Sobral was the most suitable station in Korth Brazil ant1 gave copious inforination of the nieteorological conditioiis, mode of access, &c. 7. Acting on this infor~nation the Joint Permanent Eclipse Committee a t a meeting on November 10, 191'7, decided, if possible, to send expeditions to Sobral iiz North Bmzil, and to the islaild of Principe. Application was lrzade to the Government Grai~t Coirlnlittee for £100 for instrurneu-ts and £1,000 for the expeclitioi~, and a sub-committee consisting of Sir 3'. \,ZT. DYSON, Prof. EDDINGTON, Prof. FOWI,ER and Prof. TURNER was appointed t o make arrangenients for the expeditions. This sub-con~mittee met in May and June, 1918 , and made provisional arrangelne~~ts for Prof'. EDDINGTON and n1r. COTTINGHAM the to to take the object glass .of Oxford astrographic telescope Principe, and Mr. DAVIDSON and Father COETIE t o take the object glass of the Greenrvich astrographic telescope t o Sobral. It was arranged for the clocks and llleclialiisin of the ccclostats to be overliauled by >Is. COTTINGHAM. Prelirr~inary inquiries were also set on foot as to shipping facilities, froin which it appeared very doubtful whether the expeditions could be carried through.
Conditions had changed rllaterially in November, 1918, and at a meeting of the subcommittee on Novelnber $, it was arranged to asseiilble the inst,runzevits at Greenwich, and make necessary arrangements with all speed for the observers to leave England by the end of February, 1919 . In addition to the astrographic object glasses fed by 16-inch coelostats, Father CORTIE suggested t o the sub-committee the use of the 4-inch telescope of.19-feet focus, which he had used a t Hernosand, Sweden, in 1914, in conjunction with an 8-inch coelostat, the property of the Royal Irish Academy. It was arr:tnged to ask for the loan of these instruments. As Father CORTIE foimd it Impossible to spare the necessary time for the expedition his place was taken by Dr. CROMMELIN of the Royal Observatory.
8. In November, 1918, the oiily workman available at the Royal Observatory was the mechanic, the carpenter not having been released from military service. In these circurnstaiices ah.BOWEN, the civil engineer a t the Royal Naval College, was consulted.
He kindly undertook the constructionl of frame huts covered with cauvas, which could be easily packed and readily put together. These were generally similar t o those used in previous expeditions from the Royal Observatory (see ' Monthly Notices,' Vol. LVII., p. 101). He also lent the services of a joiner who worked at the Observatory on the woodwork of the instruments.
It was found possible t o obtain steel tubes for the astrographic objectives. These were, ior convenierlce of carriage, made in two sections which could be bolted together. The tubes were provided with flanges a t each end, the objective being attached to one of these, arid a wooden breech piece to the other. In the breech piece suitable provision was made for the focussing and squaring 011of the plates. The plate holders mere of a simple co~rstruction, permitting the plate t o be pushed into contact with three metal tilting screws on the breech piece thus insuring a consta~~cy Eighteen of focal plane. plate-carriers were obtained for each of the astrographic telescopes, made according to a patterii supplied.
With the 4-inch lens Father CORTIE lent the square wooden tube used by him in 1914. This was nzodified a t the breech rind to secure greater rigidity and constancy of focus.
Pt was designed for dark slides carrying 10 x 8 inch plates, and four of these, carryilig eight plates, were lent with the telescope. The desirability of using larger plates was considered, but the tinie ai dispos:ll to make the necessary alterations was insufficient.
The 16-incli coelostats which had been overhauled by ICfr. COTTINGHAM were mounted and tested as far as the unfavourable weather conditiorls of February, 1919, svould permit. The 8-inch coelostat mras cozlstructed for these latitudes. To nialie it serviceable near the equator a strong wooden wedge was made on which the ccelostat bolted. The $-inch rnilror was silvered at the observatory, but owing t o lack of facilities foi.
~rlaintaining a uniform temperature approaching 60' I?. in the wintry weather 01 kpebruasy, the larger mirrors were senh away to be silvered.
Photographic plates, suitably packed in hermetically sealed tin boxes, were obtained from the Hlford and Imperial Companies. The Ilford plates employed were Special Rapid and Enzpress, and those of the Imperial Company, Special Sensitive, Sovereign and Ordinary.
The instruments were carefully packed and sent t o Liverpool a week in advance, with the exception of the objectives. These were packed in cases inside hampers and remained under the personal care of the observers, who embarked on the " Anselm " on March 8.
(Observers, DT. A. C. D. CRONNELIN and Mr. C. DAVIDSON.) 9. Sobral is the second town of 'che State of Ceara, in the north of Brazil. Its geographical co-ordinates are : longitude 2h. 49111.26s. west ; latitude 3" 41' 33" south ; altitude 230 feet. Its climate is dry and though hot not unhealthy.
The expebtion reached Para on the " Anselm " on March 23. There was a choice of proceeding immediately t o Sobral or waiting for some weeks. It was considered uiidesirable to go there before tve heard from Dr. MORIZE what arrangements were being made, so we reported our arrival to him by telegram and decided to await his reply. As we had thus some time on our hands m7e corltiliued the voyage to Manaos in the " Anselm," returning to Para on April 8.
By the courtesy of the Brazilian Government our heavy baggage was passed through the customs nithout examination and me continued our journey to Sobral, leaving Para on April 24 by the steamer " Fortaleza " and arriving at Camocini on April 29. FIELD.
Here we were met by Nr. JOHN who had been iastructed to assist us with NICOLAU, our baggage through to Sobral. We proceeded from Camocini to Sobral by train on April 30, our baggage following the next day.
We were met at Sobral station by representatives of both the Civil and Ecclesiastical Authorities, headed respectively by Dr. SACOJIE D'OLIVEIRA, the Prefect, and IVPgr. FERREIRA, and conducted to the house which had been placed a t our disposal by the kindness of its owner, Col. VICEKTESABOYA, the Deputy for Sobrai. We were joined there nine days later by the Washington (Carnegie) Eclipse Commission, consisting of Messrs. DANIEL WISE and ANDREWTHONSON.
I've are greatly indebted to Dr. LEOCADIO ARAUJO, of the State Mi~~istry of Agriculture, who had been deputed to interpret for us and to assist us in our preparations. His services were invaluable, and contributed greatly to our success, as also to our well-being during our stay. 10. A convenient site for the eclipse station offered itself just in front of the house ; this was the race-course of the Jockey Club, and was provided with a covered grand stand, which we found nzost convenient for unpacking and storage and in the preparatory work. We laid dowli a meridian line, after which bricli piers were constructed for the ccelostats and for the steel tube of the astrographic telescope. Whilst this was in progress the huts were being erected.
The pier of the small ccelostat was constructed so as to leave a clear space in the middle of one end for the fall of the weight, which was thus below the driving barrel of the clock. By continuing the hole below the foundations of the pier, space was provided for a fall of the weight permitting a run of 26 minutes. In the case of the 16-inch ccelostat, the clock was nzounted on the top of a long wooden trunk, nearly 4 feet in length, which was placed on end, and sunk in the earth t o a depth of about 2 feet. Tbe weight descended inside the trunk directly from the driving barrel, and had space for a co~~tinuous run of over half-an-hour.
The 16-inch ccclostat had free adjustment for all latitudes; but the 8-irich one, constructed for European latitudes, was nzounted on a ~vooderr base, inclined a t an angle of about 40 degrees, constructed before leaving Greenwich. The clocli had to be separated froin the ccelostat, mounted on a wooden base and reversed, to adjust t o the Southern Hemisphere. It perfornzed very satisfactorily, and no elo~igatioi~ of the star inzages is sho~vn with 28 seconds' exposure.
To provide for the changing declination of the sun the piers of the astrographic telescope were made with grooves in the top, in ~vhich the ~vooden 'CT-supports of the tube could slide, thus allowing for the change of azimuth.
The tube of the astrographic telescope was circular in section, and could rest in any position in the Vs ; for convenience it was adjusted so that the directions of R.A. and declination were parallel to the sides of the plate ; this involved a tilt of the plate holders of about 4 degrees to the horizontal.
The 4-inch lens was taken as an auxiliary ; we used the square wooden tube, 19 feet in length, originally used by gather CORTIE at Hernosand in 1914, together with the 10 >( 8-inch plate carriers. Study of that seven stars could the star-diagram sho~~~ecl be photographed by turning the plate through 45 degrees. The tube was therefore placed on its angle, large wooden V-supports being prepared to fit the tube ; these rested on strong wooden trestles.
The focussing was at first done visually on Arcturus, using an eyepiece fitted with a cobalt glass (after the plate supports and object-glass had been adjusted for perpendicularity to the axis). A series of exposures was then lade, the focus being varied slightly so as to cover a sufficie.nt range. Examination of these photographs showed a t once that tliere was serious astiginatism due to the figure of lhe mirror of the 16-inch ccelostat. By inserting an $-inch stop this was reduced to a large extent, and this stop was Eleliceforth used throughoi~t ; but the defect was of such a character that i t was clear that it mould be necessary to stay at Sobral and obtain covr~parisoii plates of the eclipse field in July when the pun 11ad moved away.
The focus of the 4-inch was determined in a similar manner. The images, though superior to those of the astrographic, were not quite perfect, and here again coni--parison plates in July were necessary. Once the focus bad beer] decided on, the breech end was securely screwed up to avoid any chance of subsequent movement.
A few check plates of the field near Arcturws were taken, but have not been used.
11. The following is a summary of the meteorological conditions cluring our stay. The barometer record was interesting in that it showed very little change from day to day, in spite of changes in the type of weather ; there sITas, however, a very well marked semi-diurnal variation, with range of about 0.15 inch. The fiemperature range was fairly uniform, f~torn a maximum of about 97" P. towards 3 p.m. to a, rni~~il~urrl of about 75" F. at 5 a.m. The relative humidity (as shov-n by a hygogrnph belonging to the Urazilian Cor~in?ission) follo~~~ed the temperature closely, varying from 30 per cent. i j l the afteraoorz to 90 per ce~it. in the early rnoriliilg.
May is normally the last month of the rainy season a t Sobral, but this year t'he rainfall was very scanty ; there were a few afternoon showers, each ushered in by a violent gust of wind ; and on May 25 there was very heavy rain. wliich wax ~velcoule for its moistening effect on the ground, the dust hitherto having been troublesome to the clock~vork although every care had been talien to protect it. There was a fair amount of cloud in the mornings, but the afternoons and nights were clezr in the majority of cases. Mt. Meruoca, 2,700 feet high, about 6 miles to the N.iV,, was a collector oi cloud, its sunlmit being frequently veiled in mist. I n spite of its cooler climate, the summit would thus not have been a suitable eclipse station, and, in iact, nothing of the total phase of the eclipse was seen from it.
12. Although water was generally scarce, we were very fortunately situated as sve enjoyed an unlimited supply of good water laid on at the house. This was of great benefit in the photographic operations. Ice was unobtainable, but by the use of earthenware water-coolers it was possible to reduce the temperature t o about 75", and by working o111y at night or before dawn development' of the plates was fairly easy. Pormalia was used in every case t o harden the films, and thereby niinimise the chance of distortion dile t o the softening of the films by the warm solutions.
MTe ]lad provided ourselves with two brands of plates, but it had becoine apparent iron1 pllotographs taken and developed before the eclipse that one of these brands mas unsuitable in the hot climate, and it was decided to use practically only one brand of plates.
In taking the experimental photographs it was noticed that the clocks and calostats were very sensitive to wind. We had reason to fear strong gusts about the Linic of totality, such as had occurred in other eclipses ; and as the conditions of our locality seenied to render them specially probable. protective wind screens were erected round the hut openings a t every point where it \\?as possible ~vithout interfering with t h e field of view. Happily dead calin prevailed a t the critical %inre. Screens also protecteri all projecting parts of the telescope tubes from direct sunlight.
The performance ol the 16-inch ccclostat was nl~satisfactory in respect of driving. There was a clearly inarked oscillation of the images 011 the screen in a period of about 30 seconLls. For this reason exposure time was shortened, so as to multiply the number o C exposures in the hope that some would be near the stationary points.
13. The morning of the eclipse day was rather niore cloudy thai! the average. and the proportion of cloud was estimated at a t tl1e time 01 first contact, s~~helt the sun mas invisible ; it appeared a few seconds later showing a very sixall eilcroachment of the rr,oon, and there were various short intervals ol: sunshine during the partial phase ~v4lich enabled us to place the sun's iinage at its assigned positiori on the ground glass, and to give a final adjustnlent to the rates oi the driving clocks. As totality approached, the proportion of cloud ciinlinished, and a large clear space reachcd the :;tin about one min~xte before second contact. Warnings were given 68s., 22s. and 12s. before second contact by observing the length of the disappearing crescent on the ground glass. When the crescent disappeared the word " go " \\-as called and a metronome was started by Dr. LEOCADIO, ~1 1 0 called out every tent11 beat during totality, and the exposure tillzes were recorded in terms of these beats. It beat 320 times in 310 seconds ; allowance has been made for this rate in the recorded times. The programme arranged was carried out successfullp, 19 plates b e i~g exposed in the astrographic telescope with alternate exposures of 5 and 10 seconds, and eight in the 4-inch camera with a uniform exposure of 28 seconds. The region round the hun was free from cloud, except for an interval of about a minute near the middle of totality when it was veiled by thin cloud, which prevented the photography of stars, though the inner corona rernained visible t o the eye and the plates exposed at this time show it and the large prominence excellently defined. The plates remained in their holders until development, which \\-as carried out in convenient batches during the night hours of the following days, being completed by June 5.
14. No observation of contact tirnes was made, but it is known that these times were VOL. cCxx.-8.
somewhat before those calculated. As the times recorded were reckoned fro111 second contact, it is assuniecl tliat tjhis occurred Nay 28, 23h. 58m, 18s. G.M.T. S.R. 
S.R.
1C. EXPOSURES with the 4-inch Telescope.
No. Exposure. With the astrographic telescope 12 stars are shown on a number of plates, and seven stars 011 all but three (Xos. 13, 14 and 19). Of the eight plates taken with the 4-inch lens, seven show seven stlars,but No. 6, which mras taken through cloud, does not show any.
The following table of teniperatures, communicated by Dr. MORIZE,and converted into the Pahrenlleit scale, shows how slight the fall was during totality, probably owing to the large amount of cloud i11 the earlier stages which checked the usual daily rise.
------
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Ther. 15. On June 7, having completed the development, we left Sobral for Fortaleza, returning on July !3 for the purpose of securing comparison plates of the eclipse field.
Before our departure we dismounted Ihe mirrors and driving clocks which \)-ere brought into the house to avoid the exposure to dust. The telescopes and ccelostats were left in sitw. Before reinoving the mirrors we marked their positions in their cells so that they could be replaced in exactly the same position.
After our return to Sobral the mirrors and clocks were remounted ; the photography of the eclipse field was conlrneneed on the morning of July I1 (civil). The difficulty of finding the field with the cwlostats was overcome by making a rough hour circle on the heads of the ccelostats out of millimetre paper.
The sures. By July 18 we had ohtainecl a sufficient number of reference photograph,.,. Dismantling 01 the instruments was con~menced, and the packing ti-as completed on July 21.
iVe left Xobral on July 22, leaving the pacliiiig cases in t l i~ !lands ol ATessrs. N~cor,nv and CARYEIROto be forwarded at the earliest opportunity, and arrived a t Greenwich on August 23.
The observers wish to recorci their ok2igations to Jlr. GI-IART,FGS B s o~~r PIC^ the officers of thc " Root11 " Line for facilitati~g their journeys to and from their statioll a,t a difficult time.
PHOTOGRAPHS TAKENWITH C~B,JECT
THE 4 -1~~~1 -1
GLASS.
46. These photographs were taken on 10 x $-inch plates. By suitably mounting the cav~~era it was made possible to obtain seven stars on the photographs, viz., Xos. placing, film to film upon it, another photograph of the same region reversed by being talien -through the glass. photograph for this purpose was taken on July 18. This plate is regarded merely as an intern~ediary bet~5-een the eclipse plates and cornparisoil plates and is referred to as the scale plate, being used simply as a scale providing points of refercuce. In :Ill cases measurement wns made through the glass of the scale plate, adjusted on the eclipse or colnparison plate which was being measured, so that the separation of the images on the two plates did not exceed one-third of a itiillirnctre. The plates were held together by clips which ensured contact over the ~rrhole surface. This niethod of nneasurenient was found to be very convenient. Each plate was lneasurecl in two positions, being reversed through 180 degrees, and the accordance of the result sho\~-ecl that the method of measurement was entirely satisfactory.
The measures, both direct and reversed, were made l)y two measurers (Nr. DAVIDSON and Mr. FUBNEL~), There w:~s no sensible difference between and the rneans talien. the measurers, ~vhich is satisfactory, as it affords evictelice of the similitrity of the images 011 the eclipse and comparison and scale plates.
The value of the naicron-teter screws (both in R.A. and Decl.) is 6"-25.
18. The results of the nleasures are as follosvs :--- TABLEV. 
By subtractir!g the a of t h e compariso-ri plates the scale plate is eliminated, and we derive from right ascensions a -{-Or.105 and from declinations a = -t0'.098.
Reference to the normal equations sho~rrs that the de~linat~ion double result is of the weight of that from the right ascensio~ls.
Thus This is at a distance 50' from the sun's centre. At the time of the eclipse the sun's radius was 15'.8 ; thus the deflectior. ai the limb is 1".98.
The range in the values of a is attributable t o the errors inherent to the star images of the diflerent plates, and cannot be reduced by further nleasurement. The mean values 4-0' .015 and Op.031 arise from the errors in the internzediary scale plate.
22. The probable error of the result judging frorn the accordance of the separate deternliilations is about 6 per cent. It is desirable to consider carefully the possibility of systematic error. Thc eclipse and comparison photographs were taken under precisely sin~ilar i~istrume~ital conditions, but there is the difference that the eclipse photographs uTere talcen on the day of May 29, and the coniparisorl photographs on nights between July 14 and July 18. A very satisfactory feature of the photographs is the essential sirnilarity of the star images on the two sets of photographs.
The satisfactory accordance of the eclipse and cornparison plates is shown by a study of the plate constants. The following corrections for differential refraction and aberraiion are calculated from the times and dates of exposure. 
The agreement in the scale values obtained fron; x and y js satisfactory. There appears to be a small difference in the orientations as derived from the two directions in the comparison plates. This is, however, of sn1all importance in the determination of a. There is a difierence of scale value fro111 July 15-18 shown in both co-ordinates. For the purpose of exhibiting the gravitational displacements, residuals have been computed using adopted values for the scale and orientatlion given above, along with the calculated corrections for differential refraction and aberration. This has the advantage of reducing the number of constants eizlployed in the reduction of the plates, and lessens the possibility of niaski~ig any discordances, though greater irregularities necessarily appear when four arbitrary constants instead of six are used in the reduction 23. As stated above these photographs were taken with the astrograpllic object glass stopped down to 8 inches, mounted in a steel tube and fed by a 16-inch ccelostat. From many years' experience with the object glass a t Greenwich it is certain that, when tlze object glass is mounted in a steel tube, the change of scale over a range of temperature of 10" P. should be insignificant, and the definition should be very good. T t was realised that this high standard would not be obtained with the glass used in conj~nlction with the coelostat taken to Brazil, but nevertheless the results shown when tllc plates mere developed were very disappointing. The irnages were difiused and apparently out of focus, although on tlie night, of Nay 27 the focus mas good." lt70rse still, this clranlgc was terurporary, for ~i~itliout ally change in the adjustmeilts, the iiistrument had returned to focus when the conlparisorl plates were talien in July.
These changes must be attributed to the effect of the sun's lreat on the mirror, but it is difficult to say whether this caused a real change of scale in ihc resultilrg photographs or merely blurred t,he images.
The photographs were measured in the astrographic duplex micrometer, the eclipse photographs being directly compared with the comparison plates taken in July. 811 * The following note made a t the time is qi~oted in full :--" Itlay 30, 3 a.m., four of the astrographic plates were developed, and when dry examined. It was found that there had been a serious change of focus, so that, while the stars were shown, the definition was spoilt. This change of focus can only be attributed to the unequal expansion of the ri~irror through the sun's heat. The readings of the focussing ~c a l emere checked next day, but \\-ere found unaltered a t 11.0 mnl. It seem7 doubtful whethei xnuch cart be got frorrl tliesc plates." the stars shown were measured. They were reduced by the same method as that employed for the " 4-inch " photographs. With the exception of plates Kos. 15 and 16, talten through clouds, the stars n~xmbered 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11 and 12 are sl.lown on all the plates ; the fainter stars 2, 7 , 8 and 9 are sometimes shown, but No. I, which is very near the sun, is always drowned in the corona. These plates were only measured in cleclination, ss the right ascensions were of little weight.
24. In the following table is given the value of a, the constant of the gravitational displacement, as calculated from the measures ; the apparent diflerence of scale e between the eclipse ancl cornparison plates ; d the difference of orientation of the plates given by the ineasures of y, and. depending on .the acljnstment of the plates in the rn~as.,ur;ngmachine.
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Thus the mean value of a obtained from all the astrograpllic plates is 0".86, a figure consideraftly less than that obtained from the 4-inch photographs.
25. Rcfel.ence to the diagram sho~vs that the lneasure~rrent of displacement depends cssentinlly on the position of the stars Nos. 3 and 4 relative to 5 on one side and 6 and 10 on the other. These are all bright stars, and in this respect their images art: more comparable than are the images of the fainter stars. The measures of these stars are given in.the following The equations given by tEese stars are
4-0.587d + 1-099e + 0 . 7 2 6+f = Dye (4) + 0 . 5 6 0 d + 1.321e + 0 . 5 8 9~+f =Dy,,
The mean of (4) and (5) The equation:, on p. 311 \yere a,lso solved hg least squares for each pla1,o. l'here is a consitlerable rangc in the deduceti vali~es of (1, as is to be expected when ( 1 ant1 e are determined independently for each plate. The mean result for a is O".DY, or very nearly the same as that already found.
The photographs talien with the astrographic telescope support those obtained by the " 4-inch " to the extent that they show consideral~le outward deflection, but for the reasons already given are of much less weight.
IV. THE EXPEDITION TO PRINCIPE.
(Qbserve~s, Prof.A. S. EDDINGTON u"ilc1Mr. El. T. COTTINGHAM.) 26. The expedition left Liverpool on the " Anselm " on March 8, and travelled in company with the Sobral expedition as far as Madeira. It u7as necessary to wait 1,here until April 9, whcn the journey mas continued 011 the < < l'ortugal," belonging to the Co~npanhia Naeional de Navega@,o. The expedition landed at the small port 01 8. Antonio in the Isle of Principe on April 23.
Vice-Admiral CAMPOS EODRIGU~;~ the National and Dr. 8'. OOM of Observatory, Lisbon, haci liindly given us introductions, and everything possible -\ifas done by those on the island for the success of the work and the comfort of the observers. We were met on board by the Acting Administrator Sr. V~s c o~c h~o s , President 8r. CARNEIRO, of the Association of Planters, and Sr. GRAGEIRA, representing the Sociedade d'Agricultura Colonial, who made all necessary arrangements. The Portuguese Government dispensed with any customs examination of the baggage.
27. Principe is a small islancl belonging to Portugal. situated just north of the equator in the Gulf of Guinea, about 120 miles from the African coast. The extreme length and breadth are about 10 miles and 6 miles. Xear the centre niountains rise to a height of 2500 feet, which generally attract heavy masses of cloud. Except for a certain amount of virgin forest, the island is covered with cocoa plantations, The climate is very moist, but not unhealthy. The vegetation is luxuriant, and the scenery is extremely beautiful. We arrived near the end of the rainyseason, but the ,yral.ccna, a dry wind, set in about May 10, and from then onwards no rain fell except on the morning of the eclipse.
We were advised that the prospects of clear sky at the end of May were not very good, but that the best chance was on the north and west of the island. After inspecting two other sites on the property of tlie Sociedade d'Agricultura Colonial, we fixed on Roga Sundy, the headquarters of Sr. CARNEIRO'S chief plantation. VITe were Sr. CARNEIRO'S guests during our whole visit, and used freely his ample resources of labour and material a t Sundy. We learnt later that he had postponed a visit to Rurope in order to entertain us. We were also greatly indebted to his manager at Sundy, Sr. ATALAYA, with whom we lived for five weeks ; his help and attention mere invaluable. Mr. WRIGHT and Rlr. LEWIS of the Cable Station kindly assisted us as interpreters when necessary.
Sundy is situated in the north-west of the island overlooliing the sea at a height of 500 feet, and as far as possible from the cloud-gathering peaks. Our telescope was erected in a small walled enclosure adjoining the house, from which the ground sloped steeply down to the sea in the direction of the sun at eclipse. On the other side it was sheltered by a building. The approximate position was latitude l o40' N., longitude 29m. 32s. E.
28. The baggage was brought to 8undy on April 28 mainly by tram, b~~t with a break of about a liilometre, where it had to be transported through the wood by native carriers. After a meek spent on the preparations, we returned to S. Antonio for the ~veeli, May 6-13, :~s it was undesirable to unpack the mirror so early in the danip climate. On our return to Srandy the installation and adjustments were soon completed, and the first check plates mere talien on May 16. Meanwhile the gravana had begun, which, although there is no rain, is generally accompanied by increased cloud. There were, however, some days of clear sky, and the nights were usually clear.
The ccelostat was mounted on a stone pier built for the purpose. The clock weight fell into a pit below the clock deep enough to allow a run of 36 minutes without rewinding. Care was taken to use a particular part of the ccelostat-sector, considered to be the most perfect, in photographing the eclipse and the check field. The telescope (Oxford astrographic object-glass, see p. 295) rested on woocien V's near the two ends, the V's being supported on packing-cases ; the one at the breech-end could be moved laterally to allow of different declination settings, and was niarked with an approxiniate declinaiion scale. A series of exposures of one second was made on a bright star to test whether there was any shake of the telescope after inserting the plate : no shake was detected even when the exposure was made immediately ; but as a safeguard for the eclipse photographs a full second was allowed t o elapse before beginning the exposure. The exposure was made by nioving a cardboard screen unconnected with the instrument. The telescope pointed slightly down-c~ards, and the tube was turned so as to give the right orientation to the plate, the lines of declination being two or three degrees inclined to the horizontal. A canvas screen was arranged to protect the tube and object-glass from the direct radiation of the sun.
The adjustments call for little conlrnent. In view of the purpose of the observations, it was desirable to adjust the tiit of the object-glass and plate with special care. It was also iniportant that the setting on the field should be nearly exact. The sun appeared on the eclipse day in sufficient time to allow of the setting being made by means of the solar image ; but arrangements hacl been tested by which the correct field would have been obtained if it had been cloudy up to t~t a l i t y .~' The telescope was focussed by trial pliotogrsphs of stars, and owing to the uniCori11 temperature of the island the focus was unchanged for day observations. The object-glass nras stopped down to 8 inches for the eclipse photographs ancl for all check and comparison photographs used in the reductions.
29. The days preceding the eclipse were very cloudy. On the morning of May 29 there was a very heavy thunderstorrti from about 10 a.m. to 11.30 a. m.-a rpnlarl;able occurrence a t that time of year. 'Phe sun then appeared for a few minutes, but the clouds gathered again. About half-an-hour before totality the crescent sun was glinipsed occasionally, and by 1.55 it could be seen continuously .bhrough drifting cloud. The calculated time of totality mas froin 2h. 13111. 5s. to 2h. 18nl. 7s. G.&I.T. J3xposures were rvlade according to the prepared programme, and 16 plates were obtained.
Mr. COTTINGHA~I gave the exposures and attended to the driving inechanisnl. and Prof. EDDINGTON changed tlle dark slides. It appears from the results that the cloud must have thinned considerably during the last third of totality, and some star images were ~h o -\~r l on the later plates. The cloudier plates give very fine photographs of a remarliable prominence which was on the liinb of the sun.
A few minutes after totality the sun was in a perfectly clear sky, but the clearance did not last long. It seems lilcely that the break-up of the clouds was due to the eclipse itself, as it was noticed that the sky usually cleared at sunset.
It had been intended to complete all tlie measurements of the photographs on the spot ; but owing to a strike of the steamship company it was necessary to return by the first boat, if we were not to be marooned on the island for several months. By the intervention of the Administrator berths, commandeered by the Portuguese Cosiernnlent, were secured for us on the crowded steamer. We left Psincipe on June 12, arltl after transhipping a t Lisbon, reached Liverpool on July 14. S.S.
(7ohimn 1.-The letter is marlied on the original plates (preserved a t (rambridge Observatory). The n~unbcr refers to the exposure. disregarding exposulses taken without the 8-inch stop.
Column 2.--The oo-ordinates of Oxford Observatory are 5m. 3s. W., 61" 46' K., and of the site a t Principe, 29n-1. 32s. F: . , lo40' N.
Column 4.-The inid-instant of the exposure is given. Times for check plates a t Principe were only noted roughly. Times for the eclipse plates are deduced from the calculated time of totality, the interval frorn the end of one exposure to the beginning of the next being assumed uniform.
Column 7.--Readings a t T'rincipe were taken with an aneroid recording instrunlent, and therefore automatically reduced to the latitude of England. The barometer during our visit mas practically constant except for a regular semi-diurnal wave of amplitude about 0.05 in.
Column 9.--Brand of Plate : 8. = Imperial Sovereign, 8.8. = Imperial Special Sensitive, S.R. = Ilford Special Rapid, E. = Ilford Empress. Backed plates were used a t Principe.
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The Inrge proportion of Ilford Special Rapid plates used at the eclipse was due to he fact that experience in (leveloping tlie ch~clc plates showed that these suff eretf less than the otl~crsfroxn the high tcn~peratmeof the water ("1' F.). Ice was generally availdbltl lor -the check plates through the ltindncss of' Sr. G~lra~11za ; but the supply failed afLer the eclipse. and formalin was usecl to harden the filnis. This xas unsat,isf:zctory except tor the T.S.R. plates, and so piutes I?, 8,T, TT were brought honlc undevelopecl. The developing at Principe was done at night, m c l the drying was acceleratecl by use of alcohol.
The use of an 8-inch stop in front oE the object-glass mas suggested tJo us by Xr. DAT-IDSON, it was who showed that a great improvement of the irnages resulted : originally intended, however, to use the full aperture for part o! totality. 16arly measures of checlc plates made at Yrincipt. soon convinced us that the results from the full aperture were greatly inferior, and we decided to rely entirely on the 8-inch aperture.
The Check Plcctes.
31. In acidition to the eclipse field, n clicck field was photographed both a t Oxfol-d and a t Principe. The field chose11 included Arcturus, so that it was easily found witlr the cce1ost:tt. Its cleclinatlon as nearly the same as that of the eclipse field. and it was photographeti at the same altitude a.t; Prineipe in order that any systen~atic error, due t o imperfect,ions 01 the ccx?lostat mirror or other Games, might affect both sets of 1)lat)es equally. 'rlie prirr-tary purpose was thus to checl; the possibility of systematic error arising from thc different conditions of observation at Oxford arld Principe, rncl frorrl possilile changes in the object -glaqs during transit, Unlike the Pohral exyec;lition, it-e were not able to taLe con~parison photographs of the eclipse field a t Principe, because for us the eclipse occurred in the afternoon, and it would be rslsny months before the field could be photographed in the samc position in the sky before dawn. Tlie cheek plates were therefore specially important lor us.
As events turned out the checlir plates were iniportant lor another purpose, vjz., t o determine the tliflerence ol: scale at, Oxford and Principe. As shown in the report of the Sobral expedition, it is not necessary to Bno~v Ilie scale of the eclipse pl~otographs, since the red~rctions car1 be arranged so as t o eliminate the unlcno~vn scale. If. however, a trustworthy scale is lino~vn and useti in thc reductions, the equations for the deflection ha-re considerably greater weight, and the result depends on the nieasurement of a larger displacer~zent. On surveying the meagre material ~vhich the clontls permitted us to obtain, it was evident that we rnust atlopt the latter course ; snci s~ccordingly the first step TVRS to obtain from the clle~~: platcs a, determination of the scale of the Prjncipe photographs.
32. A11 the r-ilc-sstlres were made liy Prof. EDDINGTON~~~i t h the Cambridge measuring tnachine.* An Oxford and a Erirlciye plate were placed film to film so that the images of corresponding stars nearly coincideit-tllis \Tras possik)le because rhc Osforcl plates were taken direct, and the f'rincipe plates hy reflection in the coelostat mirror.
The small difTerences dz and d y, in the sense Principe--Oxford, were then nieasured for each star. Eight settings were made on each image ; for half of tl-tenl the field \!-as rotated through 180 degree, by the reversion prism. Five pairs of plates were mc~asurecl, and the measures are given in Table XI. * ' Bfoizthly Xotic:~s, lt.A.S.,' vol. LXI, p. 4 'LQ.
-- I'late-constanlts were then calculated in the usual s~~zty, by the forrnulr~ These were applied, and the residuals A,%, d,y converted into arc are as follo~rs:- 
.ily.
A1~.
Ap.1 A1y. A+
Aly.
Alx. Alga The mean residual without regard to sign is 'r 0"+21, from which the prol~ablcerror of a determination of d x: or A y is +0"-22.
Star 7 is much the brightest. Stars 1, 6: 11, 13 are rather bright. Stars 2, 4, 10, 12 are fainter and more cowifortable to measure. Stars 5 and 8 are very faint. hrcturus is on the plates but is much too bright to measure. No measures have been rejectetl.
The detern~ination of the deflection on the eclipse plates is based on the declinations (y), and the last coluxnn of Table XII. shows that on the check plates the y-conlparisonb are free frolri any serious systematic error.
Star 7 is of particular interest ; its position near the centre of the field corresponds to that of K~, KZ Tauri in the eclipse field, from which the greatest deffection is expected. The images (which are not quite round) have the same characteristic shape. Furtltcr, the brightness of No. 7 corresponds with, but exaggerates, the brightness of K, Tarn4 which is the brightest star in the eclipse field. It is therefore a valuable chcck to firxi that its systematit: error in declination is insignificant compared with the displacen~ent (of the order of 1")afterwards found for K , and rc2 Tauri.
The systematic errors in right ascension are larger (probably through imperfect driving of the clock). They may affect the displacement indirectly through the orientation constant, but with much reduced effect. Allowing for t h s reduction in importar~ce there appears to be nothing to trouble about.
The primary purpose of the check plates is thus fulfilled. They shox-that photographs of a check field of stars taken at Oxford and Principe show none of the displacenients which are exhibited by the photographs of the eclipse field taken under precisely similar instrumental conditions. The inference is that the displacements is1 the latter case can only be attributed to presence of the eclipsed sun in the field.
33. We turn now to the differences of scale between Oxford and Principe, which are given by the plate-constants a, 6, d, e determined from the measures. As determined, these include the effects of differential refraction and aberration. The latter corrections were calculated for each plate by the usual formulz and applied, so as to detern~ine the corrected plate-con~t~ants, a', b', d', e' free from differential refra,ction and aberration. Due allowance was rnade lor the change in the coefficient of refraction owing to the difference of barometer and temperature (about 40") between Oxford and Principe. The results are as follows (in units of the fifth place of deeirnnls) :-
Mean . . . . . +31.2 .I
The sign of the results shows that the scale of the photographs is larger at Principe than at Oxford ; in fact the focus must have beer1 set about 1 . 2 mrn. further out (apart from any ctlange o U length compensated by exp;rnsion of the photographic platcs). As the error in focussirlg was probably not rnore than 0.5 nlm., the grcclter part 01' t,lliu, shift must be due to the focal length of the lens corylbination incre:asing wit11 ten~pc.r;~i~~re Inore rapidly than the linear expansion of the glass.
Tf the only difference were a change of focal length, lire should have u' = c'. 'I'he~c is ;Lfairly strong indication that e' is greater than a'. This is no doubt due t o a rllange in the clefinition c1:tusecl by the ca>los-tat niirror or by a shift of the okjcct-glass lenses on the journey ; arid, as it will pres~l~nuktly same uny, affect the eclipse plates in t ?~e it is best to adopt the values of a' and a' as determined, rather than to ia1.l t( tl nre:-\n. In so doing we shall at any rate not exaggerate the displacennent, which dcptntlti rnainlj? on the y-me:zsures and is reciuoed Iny adopting too large a value ot e'.*
The diiference b' --d' nlerely gives the relative orientation 01 the t~v o plates a s placed face to face. The sun1 b' $. d' practically vanishes, as it shoultl clo. Honcz-el., for consistency we ad-opt the small value found.
lqrorn the interrlal discordances of our determination of e' (the most, in~yortailt 01 these constants) the probable error of the mean is F2. The Eclipse Plates. 34. The eclipse plates from T< to S show no star images. After that the clout1 lightened some~vhat, and some images appear on the remaining plates. Thr: sky was never clear and nothing fainter than 5'.5 is shown. The cloucl lTritS varial)lc> in tlifYcrcnt parts 01' the plate, so that the k~rightness of' the images varies erratically and the ilin'usion is also variable.
Irr order to obtain res~rlts of any weight the stars 4 and 3 ( K , and rc, Tauri), wliich theoreticidly should be strongly displaced, must bc shown. They appear on all p1:ttes l'ro~n' 6 Lo %, :mibeing near the centre ol the field have good images. Tlwy arc rcli~ti vely rather faint or1 plate U, but are bright on the other plates. The appcararlce of tllc rewaining stars is as follows :--I'late T. 6 brigllt ; 10 faint. Plate U. 6, 10 very bright ; 1 1 faint. Plate V. 6 bright ; 10 lair.
Plate Jt'. 5, 6 good ; 10 diffused. Plate X. 5, 6, 11 good.
Plate 1' . 6, 0, I I faint, diffused ; 12 very faint. Plate Z. 6, 6, 11 Paint. diffused.
* It happensthat it is also reduced, but to a less extent, by using too small n value ol a', FIEIJI).
The possibility of a determination of deflection practically depends on the appearance of star 5. The relative displacement of 5 and 3 is on EINSTEIN'S theory, 1".2 in the y-co-ordinate. Further, the ,c-measures of 6 are needed for a really good determination of the orientation. Star 11 can scarcely take its place. It is true that the relative displacement is then 0"*8; but the orientation affects this with a much larger factor, and the orientation is badly determined in the absence of star 5 .
Accordingly plates TV and X are the only ones likely to give a trust-cvorthy result. X is somewhat the better plate of the two.* Measures have been made of the faint diffused iniages on plates Y and Z ; but, as might have been expected, they are hol>clessly discordant and cannot be reconciled by any adopted value of the deflection.
35. We give the measures of plates X and \ V in detail. Uot1.r comparisons of X -\yere nleasured at P'rincipe a few clays after tho eclipse. Plate W, xvliich xvas not de\relopecl ~iritil after the return of the expedition, was measured a t C'ainbridge on August 22-23:l Plate X.
( I ) Comparison wit11 Oxford Plate GI. The differerltial refraction for all the eclipse plates is the differential aberration being zero.
For the comparison plate GI Hence for X -GI Plnte X lids also the iiierit of a short exposure, 3s. We should mistrus-c the I-incasures ot a lotig exposure with variable cloud and imperfect guiding, because there is nothlng to show that the images of the different stars are formed a t the same time.
w f the c70iilparisons of check plates, wl-bl was nleasured on August 20, and the others about the end of September. Pievious measures had been made a t Principe w~t h three earlier checlr plates taken 011 the nlgllt of Nay 16 ; but a slight change of adjustnient of tilt was inade the followi~lg day (thereafter it remained unaltered until the eclipse), and the sniall change of focus allowed for in the comparisons. These furnished a scale which was used to obtain preliminary results. Afterwards the measurement of check plates was undertaken in a more systematic way, using later plate? about which no doubt could arise. and giving the results printed above. KO change of any importance was found ; the final value for the deflection a t the limb was reduced by 0".4 compared with the provisional value, but this was lnainly due to the adoption of separate values of a' and e' instead of adoptlng the mean, and to recalculation of the difEsrentia1 refraction and aberration. SIX P.IV. UYXON, PBOF. '2. X. EDDISQTON AND Mi. C. DBVIDSOK OOS A To these must be added t'he terrl~s representing cl-tange 01 scale, determined from the check plates (Table SPPI. ), viz., a = + 3 1 . 2 , 6 , d = -0 . 6 , e = + 3 7 . 3 .
Hence the whole difference X -GI is given by Tke first step is to take the measured clifferenccs ilz, ily, and talie out {he parts ~z -1-by, d r + ey, due to these terms, leaving the cort,ected diffcrerlces /l,rc.;, /I,%/.
A,x ancl A,y contain (I) the Einstein displacenient, if m y , and (2) the unlinown relative o~ientation of the plates giving rise to tcrnls of the form, d x = + By, A y = -0~.
These two pari,s could be separated by a least-squares solution, bu~, in vien of the poolL quality of the material it seerns better to adopt a nletliotl which keeps tt better check on possible discordances and shows niore clearly \\.hat is happening. The lZinstein tljsplacement in 2 is small, and we night perhaps neglect it altogether in determining B from the 17: measures. However, it is clear from preliminary trials that a displacenlent exists--whether the haif or the full Einstein displaccn~ent. Herice if sve take out threequarters of the full Einstein clisplacelnent ($E,) we divide the already slight effect by 4, anti a t the same time deal fairly between the two hypotheses.* The residuals i l , zresult.
Prom the equations A2x = c -1 01~x-e determine by least squares the orientation 8, which is found to be + 163. Iienloving the tern1 Z63y we obtain the residuals Adz.
Turning co A,y, we correct I'or the orientation by taking out the terrti -2 8 3~leaving 4 . These values should agree for all the sta,rs, except tor the displiicement and the i~coitlental error. Deiloting the value of the displacenlent at 50' (or 10 14scau-intervals) fro111 the centre of the sun i)y K , the y-displacements of the various stars will be KCL,/,where a, has the values tabulated below. We car1 therefore obtain K lty solviag 1~y least-squares the equations A ,y --4 + KCI,,.
The radius of the sun during the etalipse was 151e78. Herice the full Elnitein displacen~e n t of 1".75 corresponcis to 0".53 at 60' distance, or, ill our units of 0"-003, K =-184.
It is easily seen that the value is somewhere near this, and it is therefore easier and more instructive to take out E,, = 184a,, and deteni?ine the correction to K from the r2siduals /l,y. We also rerliove the mean of d,y ohtzining the final residuals. The norvnal equations corresponding to ecluatioris of conditioa * TTho smaller the displecernmt provisionally assumed for r, tllc larger is the displace~nent 111tinlateIy
found froin y (see p. 327).
------ Since the full deflection is indicated we complete the results for x by talting out the remaining 4E .. 
x.
Ale. 3.82. 6 . 9~. A,%. $Ez.
(unit = 0" e003).
Star, y.
E,.
Resid.
-- Although the exposure was only 10 seconds the images have jumped in R.A., so that the appearance is dumb-bell shaped. They are, however, symmetrical, so that fair measures of x can be made ; the y measures on which the result chiefly depends are unaffected. Star 10 is very diffused in R.A.
( In this case it is not possible to determine the orientation with sufficient accuracy fror11 the x-measures ; the value here applied is an arbitrary preliminary value. We accordjngly make a least-squares solution froin both x-and y-residuals to determine the correction to the orientation; 80, as \re11 as 6c, 6f and 6~.
The result is 8 # = + 2 , B~= + 1 2 1 .
This gives the deflection 2".90.
The probable error is, however, -t-0"-87, so that the result is practically svorthless. Further, it is much more likely to be affected by systematic error than the previous res~dts.
The large probable error is partly due to the large residuals which are greater than in the previous measures ; in particular star 3 is unduly faint. If the same accuracy had been obtained, the theoretical weight would have been half that of plates VCr and X : but having regard to possible systematic error, probably a quarter weight would niore nearly represent the true value.
This determination is ignored in the subsequent discussion.
36.
It is easy to calculate the effects of any errors in the adopted scale, orientation, &c., 011 the final result (deflection a t the limb). We give some illustrations. An error in the adopted scale of y of 10 units (in the fifth place of decimals) 1vou1d
lead to an error 0".68 in the result froni either plate. Thus the probable error 2 2 . 1 in the determination of e' gives a probable error 4 0 " -1 4in the final result ; or, if we adopted the largest, (rather discordant) value found for e' instead of the mean, we should reduce the result by 0"-52.
An error of 10 units in the orientation gives an error in the result of 0".45for plate X, and 0".22 for Plate TV. It is therefore of less importance, and further it is not likely to be systematic.
Errors in the measurement of x only affect the result through the orientation. For Plate X, a probable error of +0". 20 in the x-measures ~vouldgive an error 4 4 . 0 in the orientation, leading to an error +0". 48 in the result ; nrhereas an error of the same magnitude in the y measures gives directly an error 10".3Cj in the result. For Plate TiT, the probable errol. of 4 0"-20 in z gives an error If: 3 . 5 in the orientation and 1 0 " .08 in the result, compared with +0".38 for similar inaccuracy in y. It is particularly fortunate that the x-measures are so unimportant for Plate W, becanse, as already mentioned, the images trailed on that plate.
Finally, it will be remembered that in order not to commit ourselves to the Einstein hypothesis prematurely we neglected the correction $E, in determining the orientation. This will niake a difierence of 0".029 in the results from Plate Tir and OU.092from Plate X. The effect is that the deduced deflection needs to be decreased, and the mean correction -0".06 should be applied to the mean result obtained, or rather, to make the adopted deflection for z consistent -\ri"tithe deduced value from y, the correction needed is --0".04.
Discussion of the Results. 
The average 9-residual is k 0 " -2 2 , '~r11ich gives a probable error for y of ~0 " . 9 1 . It is satisfactory that this agrees so nearly wit11 the probable error (kO"e22) of the check plates, showing that the images are of about the same degree of di6culty and tiherefore presumably comparable. ' Fhe probable error of x is &0".25, but we are not so much concerned with tihis.
The ~vcigllt of the clcterrnination of 8~ is about 3 (strictly 3.23 for Hate X and 2.87 for Plate W). The probable error of K is therefore +0".12, which corresponds to a probable error of _+OU.38 in the final values of the deflection.
As the four determinations involve only two eclipse plates and are not wholly independent, and further smaIl accidental errors may alise t h r o~~g h inaccurate determination of the orientation, the probable error of 011s mean result will be about +0".28. There is further the error of +0".14 affecting all four results equally, arising from the determination of scale. Taking this into account, and including the small correction --0".04 previously mentioned, our result may be ~vritten It will be seen that the error deduced i11 this way from the residuals is considerably larger than at first seemed liliely from the accordance of the four results. Nevertheless the accuracy seems sufficient to give a fairly tnnstworthy confirmation of ZINSTEIN'S theory, and to render the half-deflection at least very improbable.
38. It remains to consider the question of systematic error. The results obtained with a similar instrument a t Sobral are considered to be largely vitiated by systematic * The residuals refer to the theoretical deflection 1".7G, not the deduced deflections.
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errors. What ground then have we-apart from the agreement with the far superior determination with the 4-inch lens at Sobral-for thinking that the present results are more trustworthy ' 2
At first sight everything is in favour of the Sobral astrographic plates. There are 12 stars shown against 5, and the images though far from perfect are probably superior to the Principe images. The multiplicity of plates is less important, since it is mainly a question of systen~atic error. Against this must be set the fact that the five stars shown on Plates W and X include all the most essential stars : stars 3 and 5 give the extrernc range of deflection, and there is no great gain in including extra stars which play a passive part. Further, the gain of nearly two extra magnitudes a t Sobral must have meant over-exposure for the brighter stars, which happen to be the really important ones ; and this would tend to accentuate systematic errors, whilst rendering the defects of the images less easily recognised by the measurer. Perhaps, therelore, the cloud was not so unkind to us after all.
Another important difference is made by the use of the extraneous determination of scale for the Prinoipe reductions. Granting its validity, it reduces very considerably both accidental and systematic errors. The weight of the determination from the five stars with known scale is more than 50 per cent. greater than the weight from the 12 stars with unlinown scale. Its efTect as regards systematic error may be seen as follows. Knowing the scale, the greatest relative deflection to be measured amounts to 1".2 on EINSTEIN'S theory ; but if the scale is unknown and must, be eliminated, this is reduced to 0."67. As we wish to distinguish between the full deflection and the half deflection. we muit take half these quantities. Evidently with poor images it is much more hopeful to look for a difference of 0".6 than for 0".3. It is, of course, impossible to assign any precise limit to the possible systematic error in interpretation of the images by the measurer ; but me feel fairly confident that the former figure is well outside possibility.
A check against systematic error in our discussion is provided by the check plates, as already shown. Its efficacy depends on the similarity of the images on the check plates and eclipse plates at Principe. Both sets are fainter than the Oxford images with which they are cornparecl, the former owing to the imperfect driving of the ccelostat, which made it impossible to secure longer exposures, the latter owing to cloud. Both sets have a faint wing in declination, but this is separated by a slight gap from the true images, and, at least on the plates measured, the wing can be distinguished and ignored.
The images on Plates W and X are not unduly diffused except for No. 10 on Plate MT.
Difference in quality between the eclipse images and the F'rincipe check images is not noticeable, and is certainly far less than the difference between the latter and the Oxford images ; and, seeing that the latter comparison gives no systen~atic error in y, it seems fair to assume that the comparison of the eclipse plates is free from systematic error.
The writer must confess to a change of view with regard to the desirability of using an extraneous determination of scale. In considering the programme it had seemed too risky a proceeding, and it was thought that a self-contained deterniination nrould receive n~ore confidence. But this opinion has been modified by the very special circumstances a t Principe ; and it is now difficult to see that any valid objection can be brought against the use of the scale. The temperature at Principe 11-as remarliably uniforn~ ancl tlie extreme range probably did not exceed 4" during our visit-including day and night, warn1 season and cold season. The te~lpcrature ranged generally from 778" to 79i0 in the rainy season, and about 1" colder in the cool grarana, All the check plates and eclipse plates were taken within a degree of the sanie teniperature, and there as, of course, no perceptible fall of teniperature preceding totality. To avoid any alteration of scale in the day%ime the telescope tube and object-glass were shaded from direct solar radiation by a canvas screen ; but even this was scarcely necessary, for the clouds before totality provided a still more efficient screen, and the feeble rays which penetrated could not have done any nlischief. A heating of the mirror by the sun's rays could scarcely have produced a trut alteration of scale though it might have done harm by altering tlie definition ; the cloud protected us from any trouble of this liind. At the Oxford end of the comparison the scale is evidently the same for both sets of plates, since they were both taken a t night and internlingled as regards date.
It thus appears that the check scale is legitinlately applicable to the eclipse plates. But the rriethod may nut be so sati~!factory at future eclipses, since the particular circunlstances at Principe are not likely to be reproduced. As regards other sources of systematic error, our chief guarantee lies in the co~nparatively large arnount of the deflection to be measured, and the test satisfied by the check plates that photographs OF another field under sin~ifau conditions show no cleflertiorls cornparable with those here found.
39.
In suruniarising the results of tlie two expeditions, the greatest weight nlust be attached to those obtained with the 4-inch lens a t Sobral. Prom the superiority of the images and the larger scale of the photogmph:, it was rccognised that these xvould prove to be niuch the most trustwortliy. li'urther, the agreement of the rebults derived independently from the right ascensions and declinations, and the accordance of the residuals of the individual stars (p. 308) provides a more satisfactory check on the results than was possible for the other instruments.
These plates gave Froni tleclinations . . . . . 1".94
From right ascensions . .
2".06
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The result from declinations is about twice the weight of that from right ascensions, so that the mean result is 1".98 with a probable error of about +01'.12.
The Prineipe observations were generally interfered with by cloud. The unfavourable circunlstances were perhaps partly compensated by the advantage of the extremely uniform teniperature of the island. The deflection obtained was
The probable error is about +0".30, so that the result has niuch less weight than the preceding.
Both of these point to the f 1 4 deflection 1".75 of EINSTEIN'S generalised relativity theory, the Sobral results definitely, and the Principe results perhaps with some uncertainty. There remain the Sobral astrographic plates which gave the deflection discordant by an amount much beyond the limits of its accidental error. For the reasons already described a t length not much weight is attached to this determination.
It has been assumed that the displacement is inversely proportional to the distance from the sun's centre, since all theories agree on this, and indeed it seenls clear from considerations of dimensions that a displacement, il due to gravitation, must follow this law. From the results with the 4-inch lens, some kind of test of the law is possible though it is necessarily only rough. The evidence is sumnlarised in the following table and diagram, which show the radial displacement of the individual stars (mean from all the plates) plotted against the reciprocal of the distance from the centre. The displacement according to EINSTEIN'S theory is indicated by the heavy line, according to the Newtonian law by the dotted lite, and frorn these observations by the thin line. i Thus the results of the expeditions to Xobral and Vrincipe can leave little doubt that a deflection of light takes place in the rleighbourhood of %he sun and that it is of the amount demanded by EINS~EIN'S generalised theory of relativity, as attributable to the sun's gravittltional field. But the observation is of such interest that it ill probably be considered desirable to repeat it at filture eclipses. The unusually favourable conditions of the 1919 eclipse 1. 111 not recur, and it will be necessary to photograph fainter star,.;, and these will probably be at a greater distance from the sun.
Diagram 2 .
This can be done with such telescopes as the astrograpilic wit11 the ckiject-glass stopped down to 8 iriches, if photographs of the same high quality are ol-:riiiu.eit as ill ~' P~I I~N F stellar work. It -wll probably be best to discard the use of ccelos~a'r mirror.. T11cze are of great conveniernce for pb otogsaphs o U thc corona and spectuo~copic observatii,~ i r ,. but lor .r;.orB of pr~cision of the high order required, it is unites;rul)fe to introtlilc~ complications, ~vvl-ikh can he avoic?ed, into %beoptical train. It sirould c,cc12r that c o l i~~ forin 01 equatorial mounting (szch a;-. that employed in the Eclipse Exp~tlitions oj .the Lick Observatory) is desirable.
In conclusion, it is a pleaslrrc to record the great assistance given to thc Expeciitlons froni many quarters. Reference has been made in the course of the paper to some of these. Especial thanks are c i~eto the Brazilian Government for the hospitaliip and facilities accorded t o t l~e obserrers in Sobral. They mrere made guests of tilt Governnlent, who provided them with transport, aeeoiismodation and labour. Dr. XORIZE, Director of the Kio Observatory, acting on behalf of the Brazilian Government, macle most complete arrangements for the Expedition, and in this svay contributed materially to its success.
On behalf of the Principe Expedition, special thanks are due to Sr. JEROXYMO CARNEIRO, who most hospitably entertained the observers and provided for all their requirements, and to Xr. ATALAYA, whose help kind friendship were of t,he greatest service t o the observers in their isola%ed station. We gratefully acknowledge the loan for nsore than six months of the astrographic object-glass of the Oxford University Observatory. We are also indebted to Mr. BELLAMY for the check plates he obtained in January and February.
Thanks are due to the Royal Irish Acadenly for the loan of the 4-inch object-glass and 8-inch celostat.
As stated above, the expeditions were arranged by the Joint Permanent Eclipse Committee with funds allocated by the Goverllnzellt Grant Committee.
[in Plate 1is given a half-tone reproduction of one of the negatives taken v ith the 4-inch lens a t Sobral. This shows the position of the stars. and, as far as posqible in a reproduction of this kind, the character of the images, as there has been no retouching.
A number of photographic prints have been made and applications for these from astronomers, who wish t o assure themselves of the quality of the photographs, will be considered and as iar as possible acceded to.]
